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Abstract: Although Vietnamese students are quite good in solving problems with given
mathematical models or partially modeling, they feel difficult in creating their own mathematical
models to solve non-routine realistic problems. Influenced by constructivism and connectivism,
we will try to describe and give reliable data to analyze the potential of Vietnamese students in
understanding concepts of core mathematical skills in solving realistic problems in meaningful
contexts with the mathematics education integrated closed-open approach. This approach is
really relevant to classroom mathematics teachers in implementing the lesson plans with the
mathematics taxonomy of solving mathematics problems from closed to open: reproducing
knowledge, applying regular procedure, complex procedure, without learned procedures, open
ended. The results showed that realistic open problems with meaningful contexts created an
active learning environment in the classroom and students make a cycle to understand
mathematical concepts. The cycle includes three main steps from close to open through
understanding: Proficiency in mathematical skills, understanding concepts and applying skills in
solving open ended realistic problems.
Keywords: Solving realistic problems, closed-open approach.
1. INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, influenced by behaviorism and
cognitivism, mathematics education in Vietnam focuses
on the practice of solving mathematical problems with
specific content knowledge. Teaching mathematics
aims to help students deeply understand of key concepts
and then master the core mathematical skills. The
Vietnamese mathematics classroom teachers teach
mathematics
with
five
main
components:
Understanding, Procedure, Application, Reasoning and
Representations (UPARR). These form an implicit
framework for the mathematics curriculum in the
classrooms to help students master the mathematical
proficiency (Vui, 2017). But this approach is still close,
when asking students questions, most teachers seek one
“right” answer to the mathematical problem and will
explain why the answer is correct. Vietnam’s
performance in PISA 2012 and 2015 (Program for
International Student Assessment) has created a stir
among education experts and policymakers around the
world. Vietnamese secondary students showed that they
had the competencies to grasp the core mathematical
skills in solving realistic situations. Vietnamese
mathematics teachers have strong mathematical content
knowledge and know how to develop students’
mathematical thinking (OECD: Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development, 2016).
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Currently, influenced by constructivism and
connectivism, we will try to describe and give reliable
data to analyze the potential of Vietnamese students in
understanding concepts of core mathematical skills in
solving realistic problems in meaningful contexts with
the mathematics education integrated model named
MSTEE
(Mathematics,
Science,
Technology,
Engineering and English). This integrated close-open
approach is really relevant to classroom mathematics
teachers in implementing the lesson plans with the
mathematics taxonomy of solving mathematics
problems from close to open: reproducing knowledge,
applying regular procedure, complex procedure,
without learned procedures, open ended (Vui, 2017).

Figure 1. The mathematics education integrated model
named MSTEE
The results showed that realistic open problems with
meaningful contexts created an active learning
environment in the classroom and students make a cycle
to understand mathematical concepts. The cycle
includes three main steps from close to open through
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understanding: Proficiency in mathematical skills,
understanding concepts and applying skills in solving
open ended realistic problems. Students can
demonstrate deep understanding of a core concept by
translating representation of that concept to other modes
of representation. Since there are multiple solutions and
methods for finding solutions to these kinds of realistic
open ended problems, a student’s solution may be
located in the standards used in the reform mathematics
curriculum.
In the process of solving a realistic problem, students
may make some mistakes, and give both correct and
incorrect answers but at the end of the problem-solving
process, students will construct understanding of new
concepts and enhance specific mathematical skills. In this
kind of teaching, the teacher helps students delve deeply
into a textbook problem and build up a habit of
questioning achieved results, encourages students to be
interested in seeking alternative solutions, and promotes
creativity when learning mathematics. The teachers create
realistic problems to help their students: +) to be proficient
in mathematical skills with specific content in the reform
curriculum; +) understand concepts of core mathematical
skills; +) apply specific mathematical skills with
conceptual understanding in solving realistic problems.
The above teaching approach is illustrated in the Figure
2.

Figure 2. Applying mathematical skills with
understanding in solving realistic problems
The core mathematical skills show the students’
ability in implementing mathematical formula,
algorithms, and procedures with specific mathematical
content knowledge, selecting and using simple problem
solving strategies, utilizing well developed skills and
flexible reasoning in solving realistic problems (OECD,
2014). Vietnam’s performance in PISA 2012 and PISA
2015 (Program for International Student Assessment)
shows that the educational system of secondary
mathematics is effective in supplying students the core
mathematical cognitive skills (OECD, 2016).
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This article aims to discuss how mathematics
teachers can implement the lesson plans with the
mathematics taxonomy of solving mathematics
problems from closed to open to develop core
mathematical skills with deeper conceptual
understanding and then students feel confident to apply
core skills in solving realistic problems.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. Core mathematical skills of Vietnamese students
in PISA 2012 and 2015
The secondary Vietnamese students highly
appreciate their learning mathematics in schools. They
try their best to learn mathematics under the pressure of
family and society. Most of students participated in the
PISA 2012 and 2015 surveys agreed with the following
statement “it is worth making an effort in learning
mathematics in schools because equipped mathematical
skills will help us to perform well in our desired
professions later on in life.” Vietnamese students are
proficient in core mathematical skills because students
need to study hard to overcome the summative
assessments in an educational environment focused too
much on “learning to take examination”. To help
students get high achievement, the teachers with strong
mathematical content knowledge need to prepare “a big
amount of small ideas involving with skills and
procedures” to train students find the right answers for
routine problems effectively. Proficiency in
mathematics is a strong predictor of positive outcomes
for young adults, influencing their ability to participate
in post-secondary education and their expected future
earnings (Bloem, 2013; OECD, 2016).
PISA classifies mathematical competencies into
three clusters: Reproduction, connection and reflection.
Reproduction is at level 1 and 2 that are considered low
competencies. Connection is at level 3 and 4 that are
considered average competencies. Reflection is at level
5 and 6 that are considered high competencies. The
combination of all competencies from low to high
levels including reproduction, connection and reflection
in the PISA classification was understood as “core
mathematical skills” in the sense that students
understand concepts and skills to apply in solving
realistic situations.
Specifically, the proportion of Vietnamese students
gained the high competency in mathematics in 2015 is
13% lower than the OECD average 15.3%. In PISA
2012 and 2015, the proportions on mathematical
competencies are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Percentages of students achieved math competencies in PISA 2012 and 2015
Competencies

Clusters

Description
% 2012 % 2015
Proficiency and apply mathematics
High
Reflection
5, 6
14.2
13
knowledge in all situations.
Know and able to apply mathematics
Average
Connection
3, 4
72.5
73
knowledge.
Low
Reproduction
1, 2
No proficiency in mathematics knowledge.
13.3
14
From Table 1, we find that mathematical arising from experience and interactions within a
competencies of Vietnamese students are relatively community (Garcia & Ferreira, 2014). This is a
uniform, most of them are well equipped with core different assumption from that used, for instance, in
mathematical skills (OECD, 2016).
constructivism where knowledge is constructed by the
2.2. From behaviorism to connectivism: closed-open learner (Piaget, 1976).
In behaviorism, learning is a response to external
approach
The theory of connectivism (Siemens, 2005) is stimuli with the teaching methods. In cognitivism,
characterised as the learning theory of the digital age. learning is a process of acquiring and storing
One underlying assumption in this theory is that information. In constructivism, learning is a process of
knowledge is distributed and “can reside outside of building an understanding. In Connectivism, Learning
ourselves”. Downes (2007) contends that “knowledge is is a process of connecting nodes or information sources;
distributed across a network of connections, and it is dependent upon technology and recognizes the role
therefore learning consists of the ability to construct the Internet plays in helping people expand their
and traverse those networks”. This actionable learning (Donachy, 2014). Figure 3 shows four
knowledge is assembled from a network of connections perspectives on learning based upon theoretical
principles. Instructional methods associated with each
adjacent to respective quadrants. The first
row represents a closed teacher-focused
learning approach. The second row
represents an open student-focused
learning approach. In this article, we use
the closed-open approach with the
integration of both teacher and studentfocused approaches.
2.3. Solving problems creatively and
critically
It is necessary to reform the
mathematics education relevant to new
learning theories and modern industrial
revolutions. Learning theories have been
Figure 3. From behaviorism to connectivism: Closed to Open
developed
along
with
industrial
(Adapted from Donachy, 2014)
revolutions.
Table 2. Learning Theories vs. Industrial Revolutions
Industrial Revolution
Time
Main Industry

Learning Theory

Levels

1
1784
Steam Engine,
Internal
Combustion
Engine.

2
1870

3
1969

4
2000

Electric Engine

Semi conductor
Computer
Satellite

Data
Social Network
Virtual reality Big data

Behaviorism
Cognitivism
→ Cognitivism → Constructivism
Learning theories developed along with industrial revolutions.
Behaviorism
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Constructivism
→ Connectivism
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Mathematics classroom teachers use natural but
effective ways of solving mathematical problems from
routine closed to non-routine open-ended to enhance
student thinking levels.

Figure 4. Thinking levels in solving problems
from closed to open
3. METHODS AND RESULTS
3.1. Design
In the present study, case study design was adopted
as this design is appropriate for in-depth investigation of
student problem solving activity and associated
cognition. This design has been argued to be suitable for
investigations involving cognitive processes (Kelly &
Lesh, 2000).
3.2. Participants
124 Grade 12 high school students (17-18 years old)
from three classes participated in this study. They had
learnt the derivative and integral of real functions, and
the relationship between speed and distance of an
article. They can use dynamic softwares to draw the
graphs of functions. The school was located in Hue
City, a regional city in Vietnam.
3.3. Constructing an open-ended realistic problem
We construct an open-ended realistic problem for
grade 12 students. The study aims at the translation of
multiple representations to discover mathematical ideas
in the process of open-ended problem solving and
understand core concepts.
For giving them the opportunities to come up with
new mathematical ideas as possible solutions for an
open-ended problem rooted from real life, the students
were exposed to a problematic situation they could not
solve with their former knowledge. They had to
construct new understanding of new concepts to gain
plausible solutions (Vui, 2014).
Problem: Speed and Distance
A car decreases its speed to completely stop after 8
seconds. The figure shows the graph of the speed
function (m/s) on the time (s).
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Q1. Find the speed of the car when x = 1 s?
Q2. Assume that the car runs with the total distance
of 380 meters in above 8 seconds, find the value of a?
Q3. Sketch the graph of the distance function. Try to
discover as many possible solutions about the
relationship between the velocity and distance of the
car.
3.4. New findings
Mathematics educators in Vietnam are seeking
innovation in teaching and learning strategies. The
teacher oughts to think of teaching in terms of several
principal
hands-on
activities
with
multiple
representations, problematic real life situations, and
open-ended problems. The innovation of mathematics
teaching is to help students construct their own
understanding of core concepts in an active way and to
enhance their thinking through solving non-routine
realistic problems while working cooperatively with
classmates so that their talents and mathematical
competencies are developed (Vui, 2016).
Mathematics is not primarily a matter of plugging
numbers into formulas and performing rote
computations. It’s a way of thinking and questioning
that may be unfamiliar to many of us, but is available to
almost all of us (Paulos, 1995). From students
remembering formulas to answer questions shift to
students asking questions created an active environment
in learning mathematics.

Figure 5. Shifting from students answer questions
to students ask questions
An effective practical philosophy of mathematics
education can be based on two considerations: +) That
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mathematics is a science and language of patterns; +)
That to know mathematics is to investigate and express
relationship among patterns.
These two considerations are sufficient to meet
certain important criteria that any effective philosophy
of mathematics education must satisfy: +) They
encompass new as well as traditional topics; +) They
provide a substantive rationale for using calculators,
computers and internet in school mathematics; +) They
stimulate exploration, use of real data, and
apprenticeship learning; +) They help bridge the gap
between pure and applied mathematics; +) They
emphasize active modes of learning (MSEB, 1990).
The UPARR model is illustrated in Figure 6 (Vui,
2017): +) Understanding: understand core concepts
and properties; +) Procedure: use algorithm and core
mathematical skills; +) Application: apply core
mathematical concepts and skills in problem solving;
+) Reasoning: make conjectures, prove mathematical
statements; +) Representations: use symbols, pictures,
graphs, charts as a language of mathematics.

Figure 6. The UPARR model for students’
mathematical proficiency
The open-ended realistic problem created an active
learning environment that students can observe
surprising facts while translating among multiple
representations and then feel free to create their own
possible solutions to understand core mathematics
concepts required in an UPARR model for classroom
use. In the implementing of UPARR model, we realize
that two components named understanding and
procedure are the basic foundation for teaching
secondary mathematics in Vietnam.
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5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Vietnam’s curriculum has been designed to allow
students to gain a deep understanding of core concepts
and master core mathematical skills. Vietnamese
teachers are able to build a positive learning
environment, fostering positive attitudes towards
learning among students and maintaining good
discipline in the classroom. Teaching is viewed as a
highly respectable profession in Vietnam and
mathematics teachers, particularly those working in
underprivileged schools, are exposed to more
professional development than the average in OECD
countries (Asadullah & Perera, 2015).

Figure 7. Problems rooted from realistic contexts based
on problem solving approach
Student competency in solving realistic problems in
rich ICT environment (Internet of things) is the core of
the curriculum.
Mathematics classrooms teachers created rich ICT
environment for problem posing and social interaction
in solving realistic problems appropriate with thinking
levels in problem solving from close to open ended. The
implementation of close-open integrated model in
teaching and learning mathematics is really effective.
Students can demonstrate deep understanding of a core
concept by translating a representation of that concept
to other modes of representation. Since there are
multiple solutions and methods for finding solutions to
these kinds of realistic problems, a student’s solution
may be located in the standards used in the reform
curriculum. Students make a cycle that includes three
main steps: proficiency in mathematical skills,
understanding concepts and applying skills in solving
realistic problems to understand core mathematical
concepts (Vui, 2017).
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Figure 8. The development of problem solving
from closed to open problems
Although Vietnamese students are quite good in
solving problems with given mathematical models or
partially modeling, but they feel difficult in creating
their own mathematical models to solve non-routine
realistic problems. That is the reason for mathematics
educators should focus more in integrating two
approaches: closed and open to design mathematical
activities. The integration is illustrated in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. The integration of closed and open-ended
approaches in designing mathematical tasks
Vietnam needs to enhance the “necessary
foundation” on core mathematical skills of secondary
students to construct curriculum in higher education
based on networked learning with integrated closedopen ended approach.
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